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Three New Products Designed for Comprehensive, Final and Supplement CFA Exam Prep

HOBOKEN, N.J.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Wiley (NYSE:JWA)(NYSE:JWB) has announced the launch of three new CFA Exam Review products to prepare candidates for this difficult exam—a comprehensive CFA Review Course, a CFA 11th Hour Review Course and a supplemental CFA Test Bank. All are on its Efficient Learning platform, which already hosts leading online review courses for the CPA and CMA examinations. CFA candidates may register for a 24-hour CFA Review Course trial to explore the features of the new course.

“The CFA charter is considered the gold standard of finance professionals the world over and we are thrilled to include this important designation to our suite of review courses on EfficientLearning.com,” said Joan O’Neill, Senior Vice President & Managing Director, Knowledge Services, Wiley Professional Development. “We look forward to helping thousands of professionals advance their careers by passing the Level I and Level II CFA exams using our proven, adaptive courseware—and Level III once that course launches for the 2016 exam.”

Built with popular content from Elan Guides, which Wiley acquired in 2014, Wiley’s new tablet-optimized CFA Review Course comes in four bundles priced from $545 to $1,245 USD.

Content and video instruction is delivered by leading CFA instructors, Basit Shajani, CFA and Peter Olinto, CPA, JD. Live online classes are delivered every Saturday leading up to the June 2015 and December 2015 CFA exams by internationally respected CFA instructors Darren Degraaf, CFA, CPA (US), CMA, PRM and Bill Campbell III, CFA.

Wiley’s CFA 11th Hour Review Course comes with everything candidates need to make the most of the last few weeks of study time:

- Exam planner for mapping out the final weeks of study
- 11th Hour Guide with a print-friendly eBook that condenses all course readings into one efficient volume
- Mock Exam Seminar with 10-12 hours of instructional videos that walk students through typical, rigorous exam questions and provide model answers
- Full Mock Exam which includes a timed online exam that can be taken multiple times and practice questions that closely mirror CFA Institute exam questions
- Final Review Seminar that covers key examinable topics with exam-style practice questions and tips to improve students’ scores (27-30 hours video)
- Formula Sheets that include 60+ pages (PDF) of key mathematical equations and concepts

Finally, the new CFA Test Bank product includes 500+ practice questions (per each level of exams) and full-length mock exams (two for the Level I exams; one for Level II). The timed mock exams include practice questions that closely match the style, structure and wording of the CFA Institute questions and include in-depth answer rationales so students learn rather than memorize.

Learn more about Wiley’s full range of CFA Test Prep Study Materials.

About Wiley

Wiley is a global provider of content-enabled solutions that improve outcomes in research, education and professional practice. Wiley’s Professional Development business creates products and services that help customers become more effective in the workplace and achieve career success. It brings to life the ideas and best practices of thought leaders in business, finance, accounting, workplace learning, management, leadership, technology, behavioral health, engineering/architecture, and education to serve these communities worldwide.

Founded in 1807, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (NYSE: JWA, JWB), has been a valued source of information and understanding for
more than 200 years, helping people around the world meet their needs and fulfill their aspirations. Wiley and its acquired companies have published the works of more than 450 Nobel laureates in all categories: Literature, Economics, Physiology or Medicine, Physics, Chemistry, and Peace. Wiley's global headquarters are located in Hoboken, New Jersey, with operations in the U.S., Europe, Asia, Canada, and Australia. The Company's website can be accessed at http://www.wiley.com.
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